LIFESTYLE / Energy labelling

A New Generation of EU Energy Labels
REPORT by Clodagh O’Donoghue

New energy labels for household appliances are aimed at giving consumers clearer information
to help them choose the most energy-efficient product.
Consumers across the EU will shortly
see a new energy label on a range of
domestic appliances to help them make a
more informed purchasing decision. The
initial purchase price of a new appliance
is not the only cost factor to take into
account, as the ongoing running costs
of a product in terms of energy bills are
also a key consideration. And as we
all grow increasingly environmentally
aware and focus on looking after the
planet as well as our pocket, the energy
efficiency of an appliance becomes
all the more important. However,
the energy label currently in use has
been found to be confusing and so the
European Commission has introduced a
revamped labelling system that will allow
consumers to more easily identify how
energy efficient a product really is. The
need for an updated system has long
been highlighted by European consumer
organisation BEUC, of which the
Consumers’ Association of Ireland (CAI)
is a member, and the new energy rating is
a very welcome initiative that will affect
lighting, fridges, TVs, dishwashers and
washing machines from next year.

Energy label background
Since 1992, EU retailers have been
required to provide consumers with
information about the energy efficiency
of household appliances through
a label displayed on the product.
Initially, the label rated appliances on a
straightforward and easy-to-understand
energy scale that ranged from A to G,
with A denoting the most energy-frugal
products and G indicating the least
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energy efficient. Over time, however,
manufacturers made significant advances
in terms of reducing energy consumption
and exceeded the original A classification
so it was decided to add further A+
classes to the energy scale to recognise
energy-efficiency improvements. In all,
three new categories were added: A+, A++
and A+++. A recent consumer survey
found that around 85% of European
citizens always look at the energy label
before buying a product – however,
the current A+++ to G scale, with its
ten different energy classes, is not
easily understood given that the higher
classes are densely populated. Today,
most appliances are grouped in the A+
categories, leaving the lower energy
classes empty. As a result, an A+ fridge is
now likely to be among the least energyefficient appliances on the market, which
has understandably led to consumer
confusion. A rescaling of the label is
therefore needed and the new energy
label will go back to the original – and
simpler – A to G scale. From 2021, the
labels will gradually be adjusted, so that a
fridge that has an A+++ energy efficiency
class could, for example, become a class
C after the rescaling, even though its
energy consumption has not changed.
Not only are the ‘+’ categories being
eliminated but initially the top A class will
be left empty to promote innovation and
the A class will only be filled as betterperforming products start appearing on
the market.
		
The new scale is aimed at
helping consumers to compare products
more easily and to distinguish more

clearly between the most sustainable
and cost-effective appliances,
at the same time as encouraging
manufacturers to continue researching
and innovating technologies that have a
reduced environmental impact.

The new energy labels
The new EU energy labels have been
designed to provide consumers
with accurate, recognisable and
comparable information regarding
energy consumption, performance and
other key characteristics of household
products. The European Commission
has adopted the final format and visual
identity of new energy efficiency labels
for six product groups:
1) dishwashers
2) washing machines and washer-dryers
3) refrigerators, including wine storage
fridges
4) lighting, including lamps and LED
lights
5) electronic displays, including
televisions, monitors and digital signage
displays
6) “commercial fridges” or refrigerating
appliances with a direct sales function,
such as those used in shops and vending
machines
		
The labels are not only a
guide to save energy and money as,
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for several products, they also show
information about other usage features
like the product’s noise emissions or
water consumption – all of which will
help consumers to make a more informed
choice and help them buy greener
products that minimise environmental
impact.
		
The main elements of the new
labelling are:
• The new energy scale from A to G with no
more ‘+’ classes
•A QR code that allows consumers
to obtain further information on the
appliance
• Energy consumption data that is specific
for each product
• Pictograms that provide intuitive visual
information to indicate the performance
and characteristics of the product
		
Stricter standards and
measurement methods to calculate
the energy efficiency of appliances will
be applied so that it will be difficult
for a product to achieve an A rating,
incentivising manufacturers to strive
ever-harder to improve the energy
efficiency of their products. The QR
code will give consumers access to
additional official, non-commercial
information when they scan the code with
a smartphone. Refined methods will be
used to calculate the energy consumption
of products and this data will be specific
to each product – for example, fridges
will display annual energy consumption
whereas dishwashers, washing machines
and washer-dryers will show the
consumption per 100 cycles. Moreover,
the pictograms or icons displayed will
vary in number and type depending on the
product and will provide useful and easily
understandable information, such as the
storage capacity of a fridge or freezer or
the amount of water used per washing
cycle on a washing machine or washerdryer. While the rescaled label currently
applies only to the product groups
outlined, it is envisaged that remaining
product categories will migrate to the new
labelling in the future.

The move to the new labels
Consumers will begin seeing the new
labels in physical shops and online from
March next year. The rescaled labels will
start being used from 1st March 2021
for refrigeration appliances, washing
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machines, washer-dryers, dishwashers
and electronic displays, while the
date for the introduction of the new
labelling for lamps and LED lights is 1st
September 2021. Moreover, currently a
four-month transition period leading up
to the March date is under way. Since
1st November 2020, manufacturers have
been required to include the new energy
label inside the product package even
though the old label will appear on the
packaging itself. This transition period
allows manufacturers and suppliers
time to adapt to the new system, given
the duration of shipping and storage of
most electrical appliances. The tighter
standards for the new label mean that not
only will the energy rating be lower but
the amount of electricity consumption
indicated on the two labels is also likely
to differ, even though the efficiency of
the product has not, in itself, changed.
Consumers purchasing a new appliance
may be surprised by the altered rating but
they will benefit from having clearer and
more helpful information when they buy a
new electrical appliance.

labelling by using tailored and targeted
communication campaigns. Through
its membership of BEUC, the CAI is
a contributor to this project. As well
as working throughout 2021 to raise
awareness among Irish consumers
about the benefits of the new label and
the importance of choosing the most
energy-efficient appliances, we will
shortly be offering an interactive tool
on the CAI website that demonstrates
the differences between the old and
new labelling systems and that lets you
calculate energy consumption, annual
electricity costs and more for appliances
in the various energy classes.
		
Below is a factsheet provided by
the BELT project that illustrates how the
labelling will change and how it will differ
among the various product groups.
Useful websites

BELT project
Consumer associations around the EU
are committed to helping consumers
to navigate the move to the new label.
BEUC, along with member organisations,
are part of a project called Boost Energy
Label Take-up or BELT, which is funded
by the EU Horizon 2020 programme and
is focused on promoting the uptake of
more energy-efficient products and
raising awareness among manufacturers,
retailers and consumers about the
new rescaled label through national
campaigns.
		
The BELT project has three
primary goals:
• to facilitate the transition period to the
new rescaled label, informing and training
all principal stakeholders, including
manufacturers, retailers and consumers

European Commission
ec.europa.eu

BELT
belt-project.eu

• to encourage consumers to choose
better energy-performing products
• to motivate manufacturers to research
and further improve their products,
thereby stimulating innovation and
investment
		
In addition to providing training
and technical guidance to manufacturers,
distributors and retailers, the BELT
product seeks to avoid confusion
among consumers about the new

BEUC
beuc.eu
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FAC TSHEET

The New Energy Label
Less classes, more efficiency
Insert here
product
QR code

A
B

SUPPLIER’S NAME

I

MODEL IDENTIFIER

A
B

II

C
D
E
F
G

XYZ

C

XYZ

L

It emerged from a consumer survey that the current scale is misleading. This is because the higher
classes (A+, A++ and A+++) are overpopulated, while
the lower categories are empty − because the most
energy-guzzling appliances are now banned from
the market. To fix this, the EU has decided to facelift
the label: all the “+” classes will disappear and give
way to an A to G scale. Top class A will initially be
left empty to leave room for more energy efficient
models that will be produced in the future.

L

XY dB

YZ L

YZ dB

1 November
2020

By law, manufacturers shall
include both the existing &
rescaled labels with the product.
Although having to present both
labels (old + new), the new label
must not be displayed in shops
and online shops.
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AB CD

2019/2016

XYZ L
2010/1060

It is an important tool that enables consumers to
better understand and compare the efficiency of
energy-powered products such as fridges, TVs and
dish washers. It allows consumers to make more
sustainable and cost-effective choices.

WHY IS A NEW ONE UNDER WAY?

D
E
XYZ kWh/annum F
G
XYZ

WHAT IS THE EU ENERGY LABEL?

1 March
2021

New labels for dishwashers, washing machines,
washer-dryers, fridges & freezers, wine storages,
TVs and monitors visible on the shop floor
Retailers must make the switch within 2 weeks

1 September
2021

New labels for light
sources must be visible in
shops.
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ELEMENTS COMMON IN ALL LABELS
The newly-added QR code allows consumers to get additional
information about the appliance, by simply scanning it with their
smartphones.

Insert here
product
QR code

A
B

SUPPLIER’S NAME

MODEL IDENTIFIER

A
B
C
D
E
F
G

New energy scale: from A to G, no more ‘+’ classes. Lower
classes may be greyed out if banned from the market thanks to
Ecodesign rules.

C
D
E
XYZ kWh/annum F
G
XYZ

XYZ

L

Energy consumption: this is specific to each product. Fridges display the annual consumption; Dishwashers, washing machines
and washer-dryers show the consumption per 100 cycles; the
consumption of displays and lamps is for 1,000 hours use.
Performance and characteristics: depending on the appliance,
the number and type of pictograms may vary. Some pictograms
might have an A-D scale, if necessary.

L

XY dB
2019/2016

B CD

A

DISHWASHERS

Insert here
product
QR code

X:YZ

Duration of
eco programme

XY x

Eco programme
rated capacity

XY dB

ABCD

XY,Z L

XYZ kWh/

Eco programme
energy consumption
per 100 cycle

MODEL IDENTIFIER

A
B
C
D
E
F
G

C

XYZ

XY

x

100

kWh

XY,Z

D
E
F
G

L

XY dB

X:YZ

AB CD

2019/2017

Eco programme
water consumption
in litres
per cycle

Airborne acoustic
noise
emission in dB

A
B

SUPPLIER’S NAME

SUPPLIER’S NAME
MODEL IDENTIFIER

A
B

A
B
C

C

D
E
F
G

Insert here
product
QR code

WXYZ
kWh / 1000h

This icon expresses the
energy consumption
in kWh of electricity
consumption per 1,000
hours of on-mode

2019/2015

WXYZ

kWh/1000h

D
E
F
G

LAMPS

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 847043
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REFRIGERATOR APPLIANCES

WINE STORAGE APPLIANCES
Insert here
product
QR code

Sum of volumes of
chill compartment (s)
and unfrozen
compartment (s)

XYZ

Number of standard
wine bottles
that can
be stored

XY dB

ABCD

Airborne acoustical
noise emissions

XYZ

kWh/annum

XYZ L

Sum of the volumes
of the frozen
compartment (s)

X:YZ

Duration of eco
programme
at rated capacity

Insert here
product
QR code

A
B

MODEL IDENTIFIER

A
B
C
D
E
F
G

XY, Z kg

Rated capacity
for the eco
programme

C

XYZ

XY,Z

100

kWh

kg

D
E
F
G

X:YZ

XY

ABCD

Spin-drying
efficiency class

L

XY dB

B CD

A

2019/2014

BCDEFG

A

A
B
C
D
E
F
G

C
D
E
XYZ kWh/annum F
G
XYZ

XYZ

L

L

XY dB
AB CD

XYZ kWh/

WASHING MACHINES

SUPPLIER’S NAME

MODEL IDENTIFIER

2019/2016

Annual energy
consumption
in kWh per year

A
B

SUPPLIER’S NAME

Weighted energy
consumption
per 100 cycles
in kWh

XY,Z L

Weighted water
consumption
per cycle
in litres

XY dB
Airborne acoustic
noise emission class
spinning phase
of eco programme
and value in dB
(A) re 1 pW

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 847043
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WASHER-DRYERS
XYZ kWh/

Weighted energy
consumption
per 100 cycles in
kWh for washing
cycle

XYZ kWh/

Weighted energy
consumption
per 100 cycles in
kWh for complete
cycle (washing+drying)

ABCDFG

XYL XYL

Spin-drying
efficiency class

Weighted water
consumption per cycle
in litre for complete
cycle (left side)
and for washing
cycle (right side)

Insert here
product
QR code

SUPPLIER’S NAME

A
B

A
B
C

C
D
E
F
G
XYZ kWh

D
E
F
G

A
B

MODEL IDENTIFIER

A
B

C

C
D
E
F
G
XYZ kWh

100

XY,Z kg

D
E
F
G

100

XY,Z kg

XY L

XY L
X:YZ

X:YZ

XY, Z kg XY, Z kg
Rated capacity
for complete cycle
(left side)
and for washing
cycle (right side)

XY dB

ABCD

Airborne acoustic
noise emission class
spinning phase of eco
programme and value
in dB(a) re 1 pW

Insert here
product
QR code

A
B

MODEL IDENTIFIER

SUPPLIER’S NAME

A
B
C
D
E
F
G

C

XYZ

kWh/1000h

A B CDEFG

XYZ

D
E
F
G

Cycle duration
at rated capacity
for complete cycle
(left side)
and for washing
cycle (right side)

WXYZ px

WXYZ
kWh / 1000h

on mode energy
consumption in kWh
per 1 000 h, when
playing SDR* content,
rounded to the
nearest integer

m
Zc
XY

visible screen diagonal
in centimeters and
inches and horizontal
and vertical resolution
in pixels

XYZ kWh / 1000h

WXYZ px

2019/2013

WXYZ px

m
Zc
″
XY

X:YZ X:YZ

ABCDFG

kWh /1000h

XY

A B CD

WXYZ px

ELECTRONIC DISPLAYS

2019/2014

XY dB

ABCDEFG

the energy efficiency class when
using PmeasuredHDR**;
the on mode energy consumption
in kWh per 1 000 h, when playing
HDR content, rounded to
the nearest integer

*SDR Software defined radio - **HRD High Dynamic Range
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